ABSTRACT
As a key response to the Fourth Industrial Revolution, IEEE 802.15.4-based wireless sensor-actuator network (WSAN) technology is gaining rapid adoption in process industries because of its advantage in lowering deployment and maintenance cost and effort in industrial facilities, such as steel mills, oil refineries, and chemical plants. Although most industrial applications operate at low data rates, they often require their underlying networks to provide real-time and reliable data deliveries in harsh industrial environments. IEEE 802.15.4-based WSANs are appealing for use in industrial networks, since they operate at low-power and can be manufactured inexpensively. To meet the stringent real-time and reliability requirements, WSANs, such as WirelessHART networks, make a set of unique design choices such as employing the Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSC) and graph routing that distinguish themselves from traditional wireless sensor networks designed for best effort services. However, the security aspects of this increasingly important class of wireless networks are insufficiently investigated in the literature. Our recent work shows that an attacker can reverse engineer the TSCH channel hopping sequences by silently observing the channel activities and put the network in danger of selective jamming attacks, where the attacker jams only the transmission of interest on its specific communication channel in its specific time slot, which makes the attacks energy-efficient and hardly detectable. A critical step for an attacker to launch selective jamming is to identify the routing paths. Our study shows that an attacker can crack the routes used by the graph routing in WirelessHART networks by silently observing the packet transmission activities. In this poster proposal, we present a vulnerability analysis and our case study performed on a 50-device physical testbed using a publicly accessible WirelessHART implementation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As the extension of conventional Internet connections, the Internet of Things (IoT) brings broader connectivity into physical devices and everyday objects. Most works related to IoT nowadays focus on smart homes, mobile devices, and wearables. However, it is the industrial IoT that has the potential to provide one of the largest economic impacts in the future. Although most industrial applications operate at low data rates, they often require their underlying networks to provide real-time and reliable data deliveries in harsh industrial environments. Such challenging requirements have been traditionally met by wired solutions, e.g., the Highway Addressable Remote Transducer (HART) communication protocol [5], where a controller collects readings from sensors and sends commands to actuators through cables. However, the wired networks are usually costly to deploy and maintain in industrial environments and hard to update to meet new automation requirements.

As a key response to the Fourth Industrial Revolution (or Industry 4.0) [7], IEEE 802.15.4-based wireless sensor-actuator network (WSAN) technology is gaining rapid adoption in process industries because of its advantage in lowering deployment and maintenance cost and effort in industrial facilities, such as steel mills, oil refineries, and chemical plants [9]. IEEE 802.15.4-based WSANs operate at low-power and can be manufactured inexpensively. Battery-powered wireless modules easily and inexpensively retrofit existing sensors and actuators in industrial facilities without running cables for communication and power. To meet the stringent real-time and reliability requirements, the industrial WSAN standards, such as WirelessHART [6], make a set of specific design choices such as employing the Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) and reliable graph routing technologies that distinguish themselves from traditional wireless sensor networks (WSNs) designed for best effort services [9]. TSCH combines time-slotted media access control (MAC) access, multi-channel communication, and channel hopping to support real-time packet deliveries and combat narrowband interference and multi-path fading. Specifically, it divides time into slots of a fixed length that are grouped into a slotframe. In a time slot, only one transmission is scheduled on each channel across the whole network which can prevent channel contention to enhance network reliability. All devices in a network are time synchronized and hop channels to exploit frequency diversity. Graph routing
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is designed to enhance network reliability by taking advantage of route diversity. Under graph routing, each device maintains at least two neighbors to which they may send packets. As Figure 1 illustrates, the packet may take backup routes (through node C, D, or E) to reach the access points (AP1 and AP2) if the links on the primary path (through nodes A and B) fail to deliver a packet. Multiple redundant routes based on a routing graph can be used to combat external interference and enhance network reliability.

However, the security aspects of this increasingly important class of wireless networks are insufficiently investigated in the literature. Our recent work shows that the TSCH’s function-based channel hopping simplifies the network operations at the cost of network security [1, 2]. An attacker can reverse engineer the TSCH channel hopping sequences by silently observing the channel activities and put the network in danger of selective jamming attacks, where the attacker jams only the transmission of interest on its specific communication channel in its specific time slot. Compared with the traditional jamming attacks, the selective jamming attacks post a much severer threat to WSANs, since those traditional jamming attacks can be easily detected and located by a wireless intrusion prevention system thanks to decades of research [11–13, 16, 17, 19]. Many countermeasures have been proposed in the WSN literature to combat the traditional jamming attacks, such as adjusting routing [3, 8, 18]. However, the existing approaches may fail to detect selective jamming, since the transmission failures caused by such attacks only happen occasionally and are buried in the normal fluctuations of low-power links. To launch selective jamming attacks to a TSCH-based WSAN, the attacker not only needs to know the channel hopping sequences, but also needs to crack the routing paths in the network. Our study shows that can crack the routes used by the graph routing in WirelessHART networks by silently observing the packet transmission activities. In this poster proposal, we present a vulnerability analysis and our case study performed on a 50-device physical testbed using a publicly accessible WirelessHART implementation.

The remainder of the poster proposal is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our vulnerability analysis. Section 3 presents our case study. Section 4 concludes the poster proposal.

2 VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS ON GRAPH ROUTING

In this section, we present our vulnerability analysis on the graph routing in WirelessHART networks by demonstrating how an attacker cracks the graph routes by silently observing the packet transmission activities.

In WirelessHART networks, a Data-Link Protocol Data Unit (DLPDU) provides means for reliable communications at the Data-Link Layer (DLL). The WirelessHART DLPDU consists of Sequence Number, Network ID, destination address, source address, DLL payload, Message Integrity Code (MIC), and some other fields. And a Network Protocol Data Unit (NPDU) is stored in the DLL payload, which is composed of protocol specific control information and user data. WirelessHART does not require the network to encrypt the DLPDU and NPDU headers due to the communication overhead concern. The source and destination addresses of a communicating link are stored in the DLPDU header, while the address of the device which originally generated the packet and the final destination address of the packet are stored in the NPDU header. The attacker can use such information stored in the eavesdropped packets to derive the graph routes. Specifically, the attacker can execute the following steps to crack the routes used by the graph routing in WirelessHART networks:

1. **Grouping the eavesdropped packets**: The attacker snoops the packet transmission activities and groups the eavesdropped packets based on their original source and final destination addresses stored in the unencrypted NPDU headers. All packets that share the same original source and final destination addresses in the NPDU headers belong to the same data flow.

2. **Sorting the packets by capture time**: In each group of packets, the attacker sorts the packets by their time stamps at capture.

3. **Identifying the primary routing path for each data flow**: In each group of sorted packets, the attacker identifies the primary routing path of each data flow by comparing the addresses storing in the DLPDU header with the ones in the NPDU header. As each DLPDU header includes the source and destination addresses for the communicating link, the attacker can identify all intermediate devices located on the primary routing path by checking the sorted packets one by one until when the link destination address in a DLPDU header is the same as the path destination address in the NPDU header carried by the DLPDU.

4. **Identifying the backup routes**: As each device located on the primary routing path may transmit packets through its backup routes, the attacker can identify those backup routes by selectively jamming some links on the primary path. With the cracked graph routes and TSCH channel hopping sequences, the attacker can launch the selective jamming attacks by jamming only the transmission of interest on its specific communication channel in its specific time slot.

3 CASE STUDY

We perform a case study using a publicly accessible WirelessHART implementation with graph routing [15] and run the experiments on our testbed with 50 TelosB motes deployed in the second floor of the Engineering Building in our university campus [14]. Figure 2 shows the testbed deployment. We configure the network to have two access points and 48 field devices operating on four channels. We set up six data flows with different sources, destinations, data periods, and priorities, as Table 1 lists. A maximum of three transmission
Table 1: Six data flows configured in WirelessHART network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Actuator</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>320ms</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>640ms</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1280ms</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2560ms</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>5120ms</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>10240ms</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Cracking Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing Path</th>
<th>Snooping Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>147-131-103-121-126</td>
<td>1920ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144-108-121-101-105-143</td>
<td>1920ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105-101-124-124-104</td>
<td>5120ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149-113-103-121-101-102</td>
<td>7680ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136-135-110-113-103-121-105-135</td>
<td>15560ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157-110-113-103-121-108</td>
<td>40960ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of unique design choices, such as employing TSCH and graph routing technologies. Our study shows that the unencrypted DLPDU and NPDU headers allow an attacker to identify the primary routing paths in the network. With the cracked routing and channel usage information, an attacker puts the network in danger of selective jamming attacks, where the attacker jams only the transmission of interest on its specific communication channel in its specific time slot, posting a realistic, severe threat to WSNs.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

To meet the stringent real-time and reliability requirements posed by industrial IoT applications, WirelessHART networks make a set

attempts are scheduled for each packet. The first two transmission attempts are scheduled through the primary route and the last attempt uses the backup route. Rate monotonic scheduling is used to generate packet transmission schedules.

The attacker is assumed to be a device which is capable of monitoring communications on all 16 channels in 2.4 GHz ISM band and has moderate computational capability (e.g., a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B [4] integrated with a Wi-Spy USB Spectrum Analyzer [10]). The attacker has neither prior knowledge on the routing nor the configuration of transmission and retransmission. The cracking goal is to derive the primary routing path and its corresponding time slot offset in a slotframe. We leave the cracking of the backup routes as future work.

Table 2 shows the primary routing path of each data flow cracked by our attacking program and the time consumed by the cracking process. For instance, the attacking program uses 1920ms to derive the primary routing path from node 147 to node 126. The time consumption is roughly six times of the data period of this data flow. From the results, we can see that the attacker can successfully identify the primary routing path of each data flow. The time consumption mainly depends on the time consumed to snoop the channels and eavesdrop enough on-air packets.